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SOUVENIRING HISTORY IN HONG KONG

In the final phases of late capitalism, history itself appears as a commodity.

Susan Stewart

I think it would be fair to say that we all

experienced Hong Kong's transition to

Chinese sovereignty From the steady
drone of the car radio, to the evening

television news or those incessant

conversations about 'what will happen

when China takes over', the 'handover' was
a matter of constant exposure until the

repetition rendered it part of the fabric of

our lives. I somewhat reluctantly joined
those who went to watch, as though being

there might make a difference, or at least
implicate me in its aura. In the end I think
the sense of voyeurism was intensified by

attending the full-dress performance. But
so too was the feeling that I had heard it all

before.

BOREDOM

Hong Kong people were repeatedly polled,

interviewed, and questioned about their
attitudes to the handover. Endless
administrative efforts were invested in

objectifying people's complex, ambivalent,
and frequently contradictory feelings
about a process that was always presented

as afait accompli. From January 1987, for
instance, Asian Commercial Research

conducted a poll, the results of which were
known as the 'Happiness About June 30'

index. This quantification produced varied

results which appeared to chart a

reasonably cheery story. The registered
low of 32% in August 1996 had climbed to

62% by June 199 7.' The relative absurdity

of such measurements was, however,
made clear by the completely different

responses registered by other polls. Thus a

study conducted on 2 July199 7  claimed

widespread 'indifference' about

sovereignty transferral as its result-58.3%

of 56o people interviewed by Hong Kong
University's Social Science Centre stated

that they had no special feelings about the
return to China.2 Doubting the
methodological utility of directly

inquiring about people's attitudes to the
handover, I never joined the rush of
journalists and market research

employees engaged in this task. However,

Hong Kong Chinese friends and
acquaintances made no secret of the fact,

that they were 'bored' both by the endless
questioning and media saturation
accompanying the events.3
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There is an element of fatalism involved

here. This fatalism recognizes that just as it

is not within anyone's power to alter what
happened in the past, so too it is not

possible to alter the future. In fact, Tam

reports that many locals likened the

handover, and the calculations about the
future that it necessarily entailed, to a

gambling table where different players
place their bets, some winning, and some
losing.4 This fatalism is evident in

numerous Cantonese set expressions. One
might hear mo si (it doesn't matter, there is
nothing to report) or, generally from older

people, yau mat ye ho gong a? (what is
there to talk about?). Younger people
might opt for mo mat ye chi gik (nothing

exciting). Alternatively, jau hai gam la (it's

like this) conveys that pragmatism for
which Hong Kong people are

stereotypically well-known. People I know,
though, just opted for the English term

'bored', employing it as an interpretative

category to convey an embracing sense of

unease and irritation. Boredom, I argue,
was more than a dreary accident or a

trivialization of a momentous occasion. It
was, in many ways, the habitual mood of

the handover until the quantity took on a

quality of its own, becoming, in
Heideggerian terms, '... a boundless
etcetera of indifference'. 5 The threat to

narrative involved in such indifference
requires our rapt attention.

Studies of boredom amongst adolescents

have tended to the conclusion that teenage
lack of attention can be correlated with

enforced participation in activities that are

`other-controlled'.' While it is important to

reject any implied infantilization of Hong

Kong people, it is, also necessary to
remember that the paternalisms of British

colonialism and of Mainland chauvinism,

which renders locals as Xiangyang

tongbao or younger, never equal siblings,7

conspire to do precisely that. To

understand boredom as partly a function

of political powerlessness we need only
note that individuals in Hong Kong were

never seriously consulted by either Britain

or China throughout the negotiations over
the sovereignty transferral. A sense of

coercion and entrapment was, therefore,

inevitable. But boredom also, as Spacks
argues in her study of the literary history

of the term,' is characteristically employed
as a measure of dense psychological

entanglements, and of disruptions of

desire.

History was certainly paraded before Hong

Kong people as an alien factor, a count-
down which relegated them to the role of

spectators, a count-down so numbingly

persistent that the endless advertisement
of time effectively froze it into an endless
present.9 The public clocks which

registered the passing of each second to a

zero point at midnight on 30 June, where
time began afresh, as either last judgement

or Utopia, the bureaucratic nightmares
involved in replacing the stripes of the
Union Jack with the gold stars of the

Chinese National flag, the erasure of

Queen Elizabeth from postage stamps, the
pages simply turning on the calendar;

these were the necessary efforts to
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articulate the coming of a new regime

through counting. Evanescence and

finitude were the order of the day. In

another context, Stewart has perceptively

noted that 'it is precisely this counting that

reduces difference to similarities?" After

all, everyone knew that the movement of

the second hand toward midnight was

inevitable, and that the situation of which

that was an index had already, in most

salient respects, happened." If time

weighed heavily on the bored throughout

the handover, if it was an object of
resentment, even resistance, this should

come as no surprise.

My previous mention of Heidegger was

not incidental. My argument, to this point,

to some extent shadows his remarks about
boredom. Heidegger conceived of

boredom, or more exactly, the condition of
being bored as a fundamental mood of

human being. It is an emotional paralysis

that springs from the repression of
anxiety, an anxiety that forcibly tears
people away, through a foreboding of

homelessness, from habitual coping. In
this framework, boredom is a sterile calm
that constitutes a refusal to engage in the

contemplation of nothingness. This
anaesthetizing refusal, whether listless or
frenzied, sustains technological drive. It is

cowardice in the face of ontological

uncanniness 12 He describes boredom as a

mood in which we are 'equally removed

from despair and joy', a mood wherein
`everything about us seems so hopelessly
commonplace that we no longer care

whether anything is or is not ...':3

In many ways such a description is apt.
Hong Kong people had plenty of reasons to

feel anxious in 1997. The handover cast

them in a role beyond their power to fully

direct or control. They neither chose or

made the worldly stage we all watched on

TV Displacement, unease, homelessness

were utterly over determined. To refuse to

experience this loss, to dissipate care, to

assert ontic familiarity in the face of
uncanniness are all comprehensible given

the political circumstances. Where I part
company with Heidegger is in his

indictment of such responses as sheer

timidity. Here, though, we need to exert a

little care. Heidegger was concerned that

ennui would replace angst as the

dominant contemporary disposition. His
remarks were thus directed at profound or

deep boredom; to a pervasive indifference

to worldly existence as a whole:4The
boredom expressed by Hong Kong people

during the handover was, by way of

contrast, highly specific and precisely

targeted.

This specificitywas lodged in what, for
want of a better term, we might think of as
a valued cultural style. I refer here to

cynicism. According to Simmel, cynicism
is wont to flourish in situations where the
movements of money generate 'absurd

combinations of personal and objective

values?5 The cynic knows that everything

has a market value and is, as a

consequence, 'mocking and frivolous'. We
are, once again, in danger of rehashing
caricatures, caricatures I have elsewhere

dismissed as reductively conservative.'6
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Yet these caricatures have a life and are, as

we shall later see, frequently revivified by

Hong Kong people engaged in the task of
societal self-examination. If Simmel

figures the stock market as the nursery of

cynicism, many locals would only agree.
Cynicism is, I contend, affectively linked
to boredom because both of these

attitudes are expressed by those engaged
in a project of levelling the illusion of any
difference in values. Both therefore carry a

certain ethical weight and an inherent
aggression. They also declare the bearer of
these attitudes as someone with the

entitlement to judge and substantiate a

self-protective disengagement, otherwise
known as 'cool'. The cynical and the bored

tacitly insist on the incoherence of
experience, on the lack, finally, of point.

Cynicism is, in other words, a form of
cultural capital. To be bored is to declare

one's cosmopolitanism and sophistication
and this cosmopolitanism is, somewhat

paradoxically, at the heart of Hong Kong

people's most treasured sense of the value

of their own metropolitan distinctiveness
In some ways we might figure this as a

carefully orchestrated self-presentation, a
pose. But the satiric emphasis of the

performance marks an unwillingness to

validate any set narrative and this
persistent rejection of plot, climax,

teleology, denouement has potentially

radical implications as critique.

Originally, Heidegger's concern with moo

derived from his interest in philosophic
inquiry, cast as a mood of awe and

wonder.' 7 The Hong Kong Tourist
FIGURE I

Wonders Never Cease, global marketing campaign 1995-96 Reproduced with kind permission of Hong
Kong Tourist Association.
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Association made every effort to

encourage this mood in their handover

publicity campaign. Under the slogan

Wonders Never Cease' they promised the

visitor ioo glossy days of marvel and

fascination, running from i July, the day

following the sovereignty transferral, to 8

October. According to the poster, this spell

would be woven via an emphasis on

tradition (see figure I). Cantonese opera,
dragons, the majestic red sails of sampans

on the harbour and, of course, banquets
were the ingredients they summoned. Not

everyone, however, was convinced. This

strategic emphasis on innovation and

novelty, the pressure to make the old new,

thereby producing a product which

surpassed the expanded repetition of the
same, was a flop. The ornamental poverty
of repackaging simply failed to convince—

`wonder drinks' and 'wonder meals'

offered at a 'discount' by luxury hotels are
a prime example—leaving the sensation of

an oddly gratuitous formal shell, the
content of which was utterly indifferent.i8

Not only did tourists stay away in droves,
thousands of residents scheduled their
leave to avoid the tinsel of speeches and

fireworks, and the tedium of answering

hackneyed questions posed by any of the
8000 journalists who applied for

accreditation to cover the ceremonies,'9
choosing landover holiday' packages in
Thailand or Singapore instead. 2° Those

who did stay were not necessarily model

participants. The Better Hong Kong
Foundation intended to set a Guinness

world record for mass karaoke singing as

part of the $HKioo million 'Hong Kong 97

Spectacular' staged during the

reunification celebrations at Victoria

Harbour. Full-page newspaper
advertisements were placed, extolling

spectators to 'join the chorus' for nine
minutes of collectivity. A program was

included with lyrics to songs which

conjured Utopian longing—Tomorrow

Will Bea Better Day, Children of the

Dragon and China Dream were among the

selection. The live broadcast on television

and radio revealed, however, that few of
the 900,000 spectators gathered around

the harbour to watch the fireworks

bothered to pay lip service to this fantasy.

As one young office clerk expressed it: 'I

know people are supposed to be crazy
about karaoke but I think.there is a limit'.2I
A commissioned research company did

their best to inflate the numbers by taking
into account people who were at home or

elsewhere. Their efforts proved futile. As it

turned out, Guinness had no category for
karaoke. The organizers submitted their
thirty-two float flotilla, including a giant

thirty storey 'pearl', instead."

The possibilities for collective experience

during the handover were, I suggest,
progressively attenuated by sheer
saturation. Picture the following. A

middle-aged woman enters Yue Hwa
Chinese Products Emporium. If she had
been born on r July she would have been

entitled to a 30% handover discount.
Disappointed by the cruelties of fate, she
moves on to a perfumery located up the

escalator. Here, she sniffs a new French
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scent called 'Hello Goodbye'. She looks at
the $11K28o price tag and at the label

featuring the Union Jack and the Chinese

National Flags entangled. She decides to
stick with Diorissimo. Made thirsty by the

humidity, she considers a beer. Flicking
through a magazine she spies an ad for
Delaney's—The Irish Pub. She looks at the

image of a smiling Chairman Mao with a
schooner of Guinness in hand and at the

slogan 'One Country, Two Pubs'. Here, she

studies her magazine in greater depth

noting that she has missed the 2 7 June

Special Administrative Region Flag-

carrying Ceremony by Taxis and Public

Light Buses. However, she could still make
the 2 July Angels Spreading Flowers to

Greet Hong Kong, Everybody Cheering Up

to Celebrate Reunification, with aerobatic
flying displays, parachute demonstrations

and song and dance performances at Sha
Tin Race Course. Refreshed, she decides to

go home. On the way she accidentally

wanders through a handover carnival, and

watches a ten year old girl play a shoddy
fairground game called 'Smooth

Transition'. Inside her apartment, she
switches on her computer and erases the

bookmark for China Wide Web, unable to

any longer tolerate twenty-four hours of

daily handover news and the incessant
contemplation of enveloping sign-objects

demanded by her environment.23 So, she
phones her sister in London who tells her

that she has just visited Chinatown's latest

restaurant '199 7' where she had a lovely

meal of 'One Country, Two Systems duck'
and 'handover rice'.

SOUVENIRS

Clocks, calendars, T-shirts, caps, pens,

watches, mugs, ashtrays, cufflinks, and
numerous other items were available for

purchase in July i 997 as handover
souvenirs. Department stores, chemists,
street sellers, and speciality stores all

competed to produce goods, tailored to
specific market niches, which would
capture the moment. Almost everything

was susceptible to packaging as a souvenir.
Reebok offered commemorative Pump
Fury shoes (funky sneakers with the

Chinese characters for nine and seven
embroidered on the tongue); CNN, CNBC,
TVB, and the China News Service

produced commemorative videos, some

available for sale and some designed as
corporate gifts; Kowloon Motor Bus

Company advertised a limited edition
model bus bearing the number 196 7 and a

message: `KMB and you—together we

share the joy and pride'; record companies

rushed to compile patriotic albums with
titles like 'Hong Kong Good Songs for

1997'. Prices varied, but invariably
contained some combination of the

number ninety-seven. I bought a special

edition of Monopoly, approvingly admired
by the Customs Officers as I exited Hong

Kong. The woman ahead of me in the

queue had a special edition Chinese

Barbie. I felt a twinge of envy. The urgency
of the generic structure and of the generic

repetition, the deliberate superfluousness
of this seemingly endless stream of gift-

wrapped remembrance, the apparent

necessity to see and buy the same thing
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over and over again, produced an

exaggerated display of the values of

consumer culture.24

The image I just conjured was of tourists

exiting Hong. Kong, suitcases laden down
with the weighty baggage of

remembrance, eager to rush home and

triumphantly exhibit their spoils to

friends and family. We imagine that these

travellers will shortly, after the rush of

curious conversation has subsided, find a

place for Chinese Barbie or their 199 7 key

rings on a mantelpiece which also displays

their trinkets and postcards from Rome, or

Paris, or Laos, or Japan. Eventually these

objects may be relegated to dustier

confines, crowded together in a box under

the bed, to be occasionally taken out and

admired like so many pornographic

photographs usually hidden from public

sight. 25 This is a familiar view, a hazy
panorama if you like, of tourists

appropriating and thereby diminishing, or
at least, perverting the Other. While this
scenario may well be accurate, the funny

thing about the handover was that the
logic of its monumentality transformed

everyone, visitors, and locals alike, into

tourists?' This has much to do with the
flamboyant temporality of the sovereignty
transferral, a temporality so insistently

focussed on midnight 30 June 1997, that
time itself was rendered an exotic object.
Seeking out that object, souvenirs aimed

to magicallytransport all of us to that
moment of deathly origin.27

Souvenir producers knew this and
consequently their goods were frequently

targeted at local consumers eager to

commemorate their own lives, or, more

specifically, their own location in time.

The fact that they were not only 'there' but

`here then' was confirmed in the operation

of the souvenir. This operation of linking

self to a particular time was overtly

declared by advertisements for 'message

cameras' which, evidently, 'make a

memorable time more exciting' by adding

a caption to the bottom of photographs

(see figure 2). A number of captions are

there for the choosing—for a new birth,

`Ifs a Boy!' or, in the slightly disappointing

case of a girl, 'She's so Cute!'; for a birthday,

`Ifs a Celebration!'; for a holiday, 'What a
Vacation!'; for marriage, 'A Wedding

Moment'; and, just in case if anything was

not covered by these happy stories suitable
for inclusion in the family album, 'It's Party

Time!' could serve as an all purpose
guiding description. The handover added

another episode to these closely edited and

capitalized triumphant life-cycle
narratives. 28 'A Significant Moment 1997'
would appropriately direct viewers to the

solemnity of the occasion. As if to mock
the gravity of the text, the example
photograph is modelled on a child's

birthday party. A group of teenage Hong
Kong Chinese are celebrating the
sovereignty transferral. Arms

affectionately around one another,
surrounded by streamers and balloons,
they wear party hats and handover T-shirts,

jolly sentences emblazoned across their
chests-1 Love 1997', '1997 Party Party',
`Happy 1997','Hong Kong 1997'. With the
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What can make the handover more memorable? A message camera of course!

This single use, 35mm camera with built-in flash camera can only be purchased at

Watson's stores. With this special camera you can print different messages on

your photographs to make them even more memorable. Besides the special 'Hong
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Special moments take on a new dimension with Watson's message camera,avaiiable
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message camera and start making those

unforgettable moments more exciting.

Hong Kong 1997
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FIGURE 2

Watson's Camera Advertisement. Reproduced with the kind permission ofA.S. Watson Group (HK)

Limited.
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aid of some soft drinks and a plate of

potato crisps, this wholesome group insist

that the handover is fun, that it can be

slotted into a preordained domestic

trajectory, as 'natural' and as fulfilling as

birth or marriage. They also flaunt the

modernity of Hong Kong people. Until the

198os most citizens of the territory did not

even know their birth dates, as calculated

by a Western calendar. Today, cakes and

candles are absolutely de rigueur.29

Message cameras promised to provide
their purchasers with thematic clarity,

with a narrative closure that domesticated

the handover as one of a series of

conventionally recognized rites of passage;

contributing to an up-beat formulation of

autobiography and condensing History
into a series of replica histories.

What I am arguing here is that souvenirs,

such as message cameras, enacted a will to
authenticity, a space, if you like, to belong

in the midst of the boredom of the
insistent monumentality and
predictability of bandolier narratives

which, whatever political colouring they
took on, could not help but supply the
postcolonial corpse. In a sense, it does not

matter that souvenirs frequently appeared

to repeat the blandest of sentiments. We
are in the realms of what Jameson

describes as the necessary simultaneity of
the Utopian and the ideological in mass

culture.3° I have already alluded to the

repetitious sterility of dominant narratives
about '997 ; I do not want the denunciation

of this sterility to be my structuring

gesture. Equally, I do not wish to engage in

an aestheticizing project of entirely

celebrating the souvenir as Utopian

potential. Let's consider this Utopianism in

greater concrete detail.

Jameson, if I read him correctly, views the

Utopian as that which is critical of the

social order. Handover souvenirs were

often that and, sometimes, in quite direct

ways. Thus East Wind Company offered

for sale a wooden box with a quasi-colonial

crest. Inside was a concise history of the
abuses of British imperialism and a lump

of granite, a direct reference to Lord

Palmerston's now infamous 1841 statement

as British Foreign Secretary that Hong

Kong was nothing but a 'barren rock'.3'

One might note though that the language

of criticism employed against British
colonialism was precisely the language of

Chinese nationalism. Of more interest

were satirical souvenirs because they
refused a precise political location. This

was particularly the case with objects, or
sometimes just advertisements for objects
(framing being all), that satirized imperial

melancholy 'Grab your piece of Hong
Kong history before Britannia loses it
completely!' (see figure 3), encourage the

sellers of 'the last authentic colonial flags'
made under government licence.
Britannia, draped in the Union Jack, wears

a Viking helmet as she prepares to plunge
a sword into a small terrier (suspiciously
similar to the Patten household's treasured

family pets, Whisky and Soda) with a
cardboard cut-out yellow mane around its
neck. The deflationary tone of this

pantomime tableau, its undermining of
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Wagnerian impulses (a hand-written `lion'

and an arrow point to the dog),

humorously underlines the fact that the

British `empire' is long since dead and
buried and simultaneously relies on the

embarrassed surge of melancholy evoked
by the final nail in the coffin.

Two of the most successful souvenir

entrepreneurs, Jon Resnick and Guy
Nicholls, made persistent mockery of the

handover. Their first product, a T-shirt

bearing the words `The Great Chinese
Take-away', was snapped up by those who

felt derisive or just enjoyed the quip.

Cutting down to size was the name of the
game. Their second effort was a terse

comment on the asphyxiating evacuation
of content during the handover. The
product was, literally, nothing—an empty

container with `canned colonial air'
written on it. During an interview, Nicholls
claimed that they had wanted to sum up

FIGURE 3

Last Authentic Colonial Flags Advertisement. Long Island Company.
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FIGURE 4

Bus stop advertisements featuring Gong Li and Tung Chee-Hwa. Photographed by Rozanna Lilley

`the whole "End of Empire" thing'. He

added: 'Open it at your risk and if you
breathe deeply, perhaps you'll get a faint

whiff of cucumber sandwiches, white
bread (crusts cut off ), pink gin. All those
elements that combine to make t00%

pomposity' 32 As was the case with our flag-
touting Britannia, canned colonial air
relied on both mobilizing and satirizing

that pomposity. It also commented on the
relentless commodification of 1997, saying
you might as well spend your money on

nothing as on all those other trinkets
(remember the craze for pet rocks?) and,
laughing, people bought it.

If canned colonial air directly commented

on aspects of the predictability of the
handover (the formulaic genre of
melancholy revealed as such), other

souvenirs provided a garish antidote to all

the slick packaging and glossy images that
characterized its presentation, whether on

television or adorning the city as neon

dragons draped across skyscrapers,
flamingo and fish lanterns embellishing
public parks, bus stops brilliant with a

diptych of media personalities Tung Chee-
Hwa and Gong Li (see figure 4), the actress
and the Chief Executive caught in the

alliance of stardom for the pleasure of
passers-by. Existing alongside all that
careful management of image and style,

many souvenirs, such as the lucky dragon
which uncurled from a brightly coloured
soft plastic egg, clutching the Chinese flag

in one of its embryonic hands and the
bauhinia flag of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region in the other, the

skyline and harbour stamped across its
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belly,33 provided a flourishing alternative
language, wilfully insisting on the right to

be shoddy, garish and cheap.34

Before we become entirely entranced with

the Utopian potential of souvenirs,
whether as direct critique or as the

demand for aesthetic pluralism, we need

to consider, too, their necessary
participation in the dominant logic of

Hong Kong society—making money.

Handover collectibles were seen by their
purchasers as an investment, the certainty

of their value increasing making them a

better bet than the stock market. Some

buyers were after a quick return; others
were prepared to hoard for future gain.

Tickets and stamps were particularly
prone to this logic. People queued for

hours to buy commemorative tickets

issued by the Mass Transit Railway which

offered unlimited rides from midnight on
30 June until services finished on i July. To

ensure the increased value of these tickets,

most were never used.35 Reports that a

ticket, numbered 1997, from the first

Shanghai to Hong Kong train sold for
$HK55,000, and just five days after it had

been bought for $114191, provided

evidence of the potential returns to be

made.36 Staff at 125 post offices throughout
Hong Kong worked on Sunday to meet the

rush of philatelists and speculators eager
to buy `sovereignty-neutral' stamps, the
skyline having replaced the British

monarch's head. On the first day of

Chinese rule, stamps bearing the image of
Queen Elizabeth II were already changing

hands for more than ten times their initial

value and hawkers outside the General

Post Office flogging Official First Day

Cover commemorative envelopes were
reaping similar rewards.37

Hong Kong hawkers were not the only
ones experiencing the glorious sensation

of getting rich quickly. In mainland China

too, history buffs were preparing to
capitalize on the craze for handover
stamps. In Shenzhen more than 6000

people queued for a midnight frank on a
commemorative stamp bearing a portrait
of the late Deng Xiaoping, regally poised

against the office blocks of Hong Kong.38
The stamp's value rose from eight yuan to
fifteen yuan over the course of a few

days.39 Commenting on the collapse of the
always fragile opposition between

consumer and collector, a Guangzhou

buyer stated that his major purpose in
purchasing Hong Kong stamps was to havE
them 'as a souvenir' but that he was also

attracted by the certainty that their value

would 'not go down, only up'.4°

The Guangdong Post and
Telecommunications Bureau sold sets of

'Return of Hong Kong' souvenir cards,

complete with compact discs of patriotic
music. Shops in Guangzhou reported a

brisk trade in handover coins, pens,
ashtrays and penholders. Bakeries were

whipping up giant moon cakes, containing

ninety-seven eggs, patterned with flags.4x

Everyone, it seemed, was in'on the act.
However, while the mainland Chinese

trade in souvenirs revealed important
similarities with Hong Kong, it also
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underlined essential differences. In Hong

Kong souvenirs were produced both by

government organizations and by

privately owned businesses. Endless tales

circulated about individual entrepreneurs

aiming to produce the artefact which

would capture the imagination of a public

both hungry for and tired of the handover.

In the Mainland, only authorized firms,

approved by two government offices, were
officially allowed to produce souvenirs.42

Furthermore, most souvenir buyers were
work units and companies, keen to display

their patriotic fervour, not individuals. 43 In

this sense, then, both the production and

the consumption of souvenirs performed

the stereotypical distinction between the

Mainland and Hong Kong, insisting on the
gap between a socialist economy and a

putatively laissez-faire one, between a

severe lack of choice and an abundance of

it, between the driven necessity of
demonstrating loyalty to the Party and the

right to claim indifference.

In using the word 'performed' here I am

refusing the apparently static qualities of
souvenirs and suggesting that the strand of
critical theory which understands

photography as a complex movement
from presence to absence can usefully be
more widely applied. 44 The souvenir,

whether as photograph, video footage, or
three dimensional object, gives pleasure in
being private. From the banal to the satiric

or the exquisite, this bric-a-brac has been
largely overlooked in writing about Hong
Kong's handover, even though the sheer

proliferation of goods thus packaged

pointed to a manic collectomania. This is

because souvenirs are generally deemed to

be trivial expressions of

commercialization, as though all the effort

expended in forming those 'miniature

museums of our archived selves % is only a

sign of crassness. Eloquently refuting this

view are Stewart's remarkable

observations on the objectification of

desire instantiated by the souvenir and the
collection. This objectification is, by her

reading, achieved by 'collapsing distance

into proximity to, or approximation with,

the self .46 The souvenir thus partakes in

the structure of the fetish. By reducing the

public and the monumental into the
miniature, and thereby rendering history

as private time, the part comes to replace

the whole as the latter's substitute or
signature.47 Somewhat differently to

Stewart's souvenirs, which spiral
continually inward as they generate

narratives reaching only behind,48

handover souvenirs were also turned
outwards towards the future. To phrase
this differently, I might observe that the

souvenirs with which I have been
concerned here are objects arising not
only out of the insatiable demands of

nostalgia but also out of the equally
ravenous requirements of hopeful
anticipation about all that reunion with

China might bring, demands and
requirements which make these objects
necessarily partial evocations.

It is this very partiality, this inability to
achieve closure, which ensured the

affective intimacy of handover souvenirs.
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Earlier I referred to the stereotypical

qualities of handover narratives, their

anxious repetition of the same points,
their pessimisms and optimisms alike

being perceived as impersonal, alienating

and, ultimately, boring. I also discussed the

relentless commodification of the
handover, a commodification of which

souvenirs must count as an example.
Souvenirs, I argued, achieved a number of
effects ranging from the satiric to the

nostalgic, from the Utopian to the
profitable. All those T-shirts and caps and
cufflinks might, at first glance, look like a

pile of junk. But it was a pile from which
consumers could retrieve something to

display or to wear. What all of these effects

had in common was the creation of an
intimate specificity which momentarily
negated the generality and alienatory scale

of sovereignty transferra1.49

BRIC-A-BRAC

Let us return now to the issue of boredom
as the habitual mood of the handover. An
embracing rubric of dissatisfaction, an all-

purpose index of discontent, an insistence

on cosmopolitan distance from the tedium
of repetition and the dreariness of non-

engagement, boredom is a word with a
definite capacity to blur. Its utility as a

description of Hong Kong people's

attitudes to the handover rests precisely on

that capacity. Boredom is a term that
absorbs and organizes different anxieties

together, suggesting that, deafened by the
noise of the media, language was too used

up and worn out through the exertions of

repetition to register anything other than

grim duty.5° It is tempting to argue that

saturation and repetition drained the
handover of its Utopian impulses and
rendered it merely meretricious; to see

boredom as a negation allowing no space

for creativity.

We should resist this temptation, not

exactly because it is wholly wrong but
because it evacuates complexity, leading tc

a mental diagram, or better still reflex,

wherein the connections between
boredom, apathy, and materialism become

so stunningly direct that caricature can be

the only end result. Hong Kong people
labour under the burden of those

caricatured connections and it is
irresponsible to contribute to them, just as

it is irresponsible to ignore this weighty

baggage. Instead, I suggest we shift our

angle of vision, seeing claims to boredom
not as a dead weight but as an enunciation

of political and social vulnerability, an
enunciation that, in the context of Hong

Kong's handover, constituted a disruption

to repetitive narrative. Such disruptions

are a necessary precondition of creativity.
This creativity, which is in large degree a

demand for authenticity, for a lived

relationship to History forged through the
domestication of the monumental in the

intimacy of downsizing, has been partially
effected, I have argued, in the production

and consumption of those most trivial and

seemingly 'boring artefacts, souvenirs.

In the midst of predictions about the
triumph of socialism in the figure of
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reunification on the one hand, and the

necessary transformation of all of China

through the example of democracy and

the free market on the other, souvenirs
performed another transition altogether.

The intense commodification and

frequently jingoistic packaging involved

in the conception and marketing of these

objects might be said, quite properly, to

repeat the logic of consumer capitalism.
My point is that they also exceeded these

teleologies. As personal objects of
mourning and celebration, as whimsically

irreverent or even caustically cynical

commentaries, souvenirs performed the

transformational function of converting

the distant and the overwhelming into the

intimate. That transformation might, too,

be described as profoundly ideological.

But one of the peculiar things about

serendipitous shopping is that you never

know whether you are going to take home
trash or treasure, or what future pleasures

either might elicit.
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suggestive linkages between being bored and

buying souvenirs.

4 Siumi Maria Tam, 'Eating Metropolitaneity:

Hong Kong identity inyum cha' , The
Australian Journal of Anthropology, 8.3

(1997), 291-306, p. 304.
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